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Abstract 

Electrochemical deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) sensors have been widely studied in 

recent decades. Their simplicity, portability, and low cost are conductive to point-of-

care and on-site applications. Typically, an electrode surface is immobilized with a 

capture probe, to which a complementary target sequence is hybridized, giving rise to a 

change in the electrochemical readout. Undesirably, the immobilization process usually 

requires the use of functionalized probe and is time-consuming. Besides, the 

hybridization of the target to the electrode-bound probe is much less efficient than 

solution-phase hybridization due to steric hindrance. In view of these issues, there has 

been an increasing interest in immobilization-free approach. Recent attempts have been 

particularly devoted to its coupling with enzymatic DNA amplification so as to achieve 

high sensitivity. One major challenge is to keep the entire assay components and 

procedures simple. In this study, a new immobilization-free electrochemical detection 

scheme coupled with isothermal DNA amplification reaction (primer generation–rolling 

circle amplification, PG–RCA) was developed. A redox indicator (methylene blue (MB)) 

and indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode were utilized for simple DNA detection. In the 

absence of the target, MB can freely diffuse to the ITO electrode to effect charge 

transfer and be detected by differential pulse voltammetry (DPV). While in the presence 

of the target, PG–RCA at an operating temperature of 37 °C produces in an exponential 

manner single-stranded amplicons, which forms complex with MB through intercalative 

binding. The complex has a lower DPV current than the free MB as a result of slower 
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diffusion to and electrostatic repulsion with the electrode. Results show that MB is 

compatible with PG–RCA and RCA reaction. The amplification power of PG–RCA is 

stronger than RCA. The electrochemical and fluorescence results also show that this 

new DNA detection method is specific and sensitive (with a detection limit of 100 fM) 

with linear working range from 100 fM to 1 nM. Reproducible measurements can be 

performed by simple electrode washing step. With the simple instrumentation and assay 

protocol, this new immobilization-free electrochemical detection platform could allow 

DNA analysis to be performed in a decentralized setting. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) detection plays an important role in diseases diagnosis. 

The early and accurate detection of viruses, bacteria, cancer cells or genetic diseases can 

facilitate physicians to prescribe prompt and effective treatment for patients. Over the 

past few decades, fluorescence-based techniques, which feature high sensitivity, have 

been widely used for DNA detection [1-4]. Nevertheless, fluorescence detection systems 

require bulky and sophisticated optical instrument, limiting their use in clinical 

laboratories. Electrochemical (EC) DNA sensors, on the other hand, have received 

increasing attention for point-of-care and on-site diagnostic applications thanks to their 

advantages of simplicity, portability, and low cost [5-8]. In recent years, the coupling of 

EC DNA sensor with enzymatic amplification of target sequence has dramatically 

increased the assay sensitivity [5]. Background information of EC DNA sensors is given 

in Section 1.1. A literature review of EC DNA sensors coupled with enzymatic target 

sequence amplification is presented in Section 1.2. The limitations of the current 

approaches and the objectives of this study are described in Section 1.3 and Section 1.4, 

respectively. 
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1.1. EC DNA Sensors 

EC DNA sensors can be broadly defined as devices that couple a DNA recognition 

element with an EC transducer. Specifically, the hybridization of a specific DNA 

sequence with the DNA recognition element (termed as probe) is converted into a useful 

EC signal. The field of EC DNA sensors originates from the EC studies of DNA. 

Between 1958 and 1993, the main focuses were direct electrochemistry of DNA and 

study of redox-active/electroactive species bound to DNA [8]. The number of research 

papers on the electrochemistry of nucleic acids has grown dramatically since early 

1990s (Figure 1.1). One reason is the first demonstration of sequence-specific EC DNA 

detection by Millan and Mikkelsen in 1993 [9]. Numerous EC DNA sensors have been 

developed over the past two decades, which can be grouped into two categories: 

immobilization-based and immobilization-free approaches. The former one involves the 

attachment/binding of a probe onto an electrode surface while the latter one features the 

hybridization between probe and target sequence in the solution phase. Details of the 

two approaches are described in the following sections. 

 

1.1.1. Immobilization-Based EC DNA Sensors 

The first EC DNA sensor developed by Millan and Mikkelsen was based on the 

immobilization approach [9]. Oligonucleotide probe with deoxyguanosine residues was 

covalently immobilized onto glassy carbon electrode. This immobilized probe 

hybridized with a complementary target sequence based on Watson–Crick base pairing   
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Figure 1.1. Scientific publications on electrochemistry of nucleic acids between 1958 

and 2010 (Adapted from [8]). 

 

(adenine (A) with thymine (T) and guanine (G) with cytosine (C)) [10]. The 

hybridization event was indicated by electroactive intercalator of tris(2,2’-

bipyridyl)cobalt(III) (Co(bpy)3
3+

) or tris(1,10-phenanthroline)cobalt(III) (Co(phen)3
3+

) 

that bound preferentially to double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) than to single-stranded 

DNA (ssDNA). Therefore, in the presence of the target sequence, the EC signal 

(voltammetric peak current) from the bound electroactive intercalator increased. 

 

Various immobilization-based EC DNA sensors have been devised with different signal 

transduction mechanisms including label-based and label-free approaches. Analogous to 

Co(bpy)3
3+

 and Co(phen)3
3+

, other electroactive intercalator have also be used. For 

example, Hashimito and co-workers successfully utilized Hoechst 33258 (a DNA minor 
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groove binder) to differentiate between probe-modified and hybrid-formed gold 

electrode [11]. Tarlov and co-workers made use of hexaammineruthenium (RuHex) as a 

hybridization indicator [12]. RuHex is positively charged and would bind to the 

negatively charged sugar–phosphate backbone of DNA by electrostatic interaction 

(Figure 1.2). With a complementary target sequence hybridized to an electrode-bound 

probe, more RuHex molecules were brought close to the electrode surface, which were 

quantified by chronocoulometry. Barton and co-workers demonstrated that perfectly 

matched dsDNA-immobilized gold electrode could be easily distinguished from single-

base mismatched one using intercalator of daunomycin (DM) and methylene blue (MB) 

(Figure 1.2) [13].  

 

 

Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of the interaction (left) between RuHex and probe-

immobilized electrode (Modified from [14]), as well as (right) between RuHex (purple), 

DM (red), MB (blue) and hybrid-immobilized electrode (Modified from [13]). 
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Oligonucleotide probes with covalently-linked redox markers have also been used for 

immobilization-based EC DNA sensors. Farkas and co-workers reported a novel 

platform that allowed wash-free detection (the intercalator-based approaches mentioned 

above required removal of unbound sequences and intercalators before the EC 

measurements) [15]. A gold electrode was functionalized with a mixed self-assembled 

monolayer (SAM) of capture probe, polyglycol insulator, and phenylacetylene 

molecular wire. Upon the hybridization of a target sequence to the capture probe, a 

signaling probe with covalently-linked ferrocene (Fc) redox marker was brought into 

contact with the molecular wire, allowing charge transfer with the electrode (Figure 1.3). 

 

 

Figure 1.3. EC DNA detection using signaling probe with covalently-linked redox 

marker (Adapted from [15]). 
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Another novel platform was developed by Plaxco and co-workers based on a beacon-

type capture probe with covalently-linked Fc redox marker [16]. As shown in Figure 1.4, 

in the absence of a complementary target sequence, the beacon adopted a stem-

loop/folded structure, which brought Fc close to an electrode surface and thus charge 

transfer was facilitated. Upon the hybridization of the target, unfolding of the probe 

moved Fc away from the electrode surface and hence charge transfer was suppressed. It 

should be noted that other redox markers such as MB can also be used [17-18]. One 

attractive feature of this sensor was the capability of detecting the target in real sample 

matrix such as blood serum [18]. 

 

 

Figure 1.4. EC detection of DNA by Fc-labeled beacon immobilized on gold electrode 

(Adapted from [16]). 
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Enzyme [19-20] and nanoparticle [21-23] labels have also been utilized for 

immobilization-based EC DNA sensors. Alternatively, label-free approaches that rely on 

the intrinsic electroactivity of DNA bases (in particular G base) [24-25] as well as 

change in charge transfer property of electroconducting polymer (ECP)-based [26] or 

field effect transistor-based [27-28] sensors due to the hybridization event. It is 

important to emphasize that the performance of the immobilization-based EC DNA 

sensors depends on several crucial parameters including probe immobilization method, 

probe density, and electrode surface passivation, as discussed in detail below. 

 

1.1.1.1. Probe Immobilization Method 

In all previous examples, the capture probes were end-attached to the electrodes so that 

the DNA backbones of the recognition sequences were oriented toward the aqueous 

environment. This configuration, rather than lying on the electrode surface by 

adsorption, ensures all bases of the recognition sequence be accessible for hybridization. 

The choice of immobilization chemistry is largely dependent on the electrode material 

(e.g., gold, carbon, and indium tin oxide (ITO)). For gold electrode, chemisorption with 

gold–thiol linkage has been most widely employed with the use of thiolated DNA [29]. 

Prior to the immobilization, a deprotection step is needed to cleave the disulfide bond of 

the thiolated DNA. This is commonly carried out with reducing agent of dithiothreitol 

(DTT) [30-31] or tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) [31], followed by the 

purification of the activated DNA from the reducing agent using chromatographic 

technique. For carbon electrode, immobilization via end-attachment is not 
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straightforward. In the work by Millan and Mikkelsen mentioned earlier [9], glassy 

carbon electrode was first oxidized in 2.5% potassium dichromate and 10% nitric acid at 

an applied voltage of +1.5 V for 15 s. Then, a deoxyguanosine-functionalized probe was 

covalently attached to the oxidized carbon by means of carbodiimide chemistry. Another 

end-attachment method was reported by Marrazza and Mascini [32]. Avidin was first 

adsorbed onto screen-printed graphite electrode, to which a biotin-functionalized probe 

was attached. For ITO electrode, additional linker molecules with functional groups of 

carboxylate [33-34], phosphonate [35], and trialkoxysilane [36] were needed. Capture 

probes were then attached to the linkers by covalent bonds. Alternatively, ECP could be 

used for direct (ECP-functionalized probe) or two-step (electropolymerization followed 

by covalent probe attachment) probe immobilization [37-38]. 

 

1.1.1.2. Probe Density 

Probe density also plays a crucial role in the performance of the immobilization-based 

DNA sensors. Tarlov and co-workers studied the effect of probe density on 

hybridization efficiency [12]. They found that the hybridization efficiency would not 

increase linearly with increasing probe density. The main reason was due to the steric 

hindrance effect on the surface. The crowding of negatively charged probe surface 

hindered the hybridization of target molecules due to the great charge repulsion. The 

optimum probe density in their work was found to be 4 × 10
12

 molecules/cm
2
.  
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Apart from hybridization efficiency, Plaxco and co-workers showed that probe density 

had a significant effect on the EC signals [16,39-40]. With a beacon-type capture probe 

covalently-labeled with a redox marker, the no-target current (i.e., without a 

complementary target sequence that the redox marker was in close proximity with an 

electrode surface) for the case of high probe density was, as expected, higher than that 

of medium probe density. Upon the hybridization of the target, there was a 50% 

decrease in the peak current for the high probe density one while 15% for the medium 

one (Figure 1.5). As mentioned earlier, in fact for the high probe density sensor, the 

unfolding of the probe moved the redox marker away from the electrode surface and 

hence charge transfer was significantly suppressed. The smaller current change for the 

medium probe density sensor was attributed to the possible bending of the rigid hybrid 

structure toward the electrode surface and thus charge transfer was less suppressed. The 

optimum probe density for this sensor was 2.1 × 10
12 

molecules/cm
2
.  

 

1.1.1.3. Electrode Surface Passivation 

Surface passivation is yet another important factor influencing the performance of the 

immobilization-based DNA sensors, especially specificity. Take gold electrode as an 

example, during the immobilization of a thiolated oligonucleotide, besides the gold–

thiol linkage, non-specific interaction between DNA bases and gold occurs, making the 

immobilized strand lying on the surface. Herne and Tarlov pioneered the use of 

mercaptohexanol (MCH) to remove such non-specific interaction [12], since the 

mercapto group of MCH has higher affinity than the non-specific interaction of DNA  
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Figure 1.5. Effect of probe density on EC signals in folding-based EC DNA detection 

scheme with covalently-linked redox marker (Adapted from [39]). 

 

bases (amine groups) with gold. As a consequence, the adsorbed bases were displaced 

and the immobilized strand was oriented toward the aqueous environment (Figure 1.6) 

[41]. The resulting mixed SAM, densely filled with MCH having hydroxyl groups 

exposed to the aqueous environment, could effectively minimize non-specific adsorption 

of non-complementary sequences to the surface [8,12,16,41-42]. 

 

1.1.2. Immobilization-Free EC DNA Sensors 

The immobilization and passivation steps as well as the hybridization process on 

electrode surface are time-consuming, which normally take more than 10 hours in total 

[12,16-17,41]. Moreover, the use of modified oligonucleotides for immobilization incurs 

extra cost. In 2004, Tamiya and co-workers demonstrated the first immobilization-free  
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Figure 1.6. MCH treatment on the probe-immobilized surface (Adapted from [41]). 

 

EC scheme for sequence-specific DNA detection that addressed the above issues [43]. 

Details of the scheme are presented in Section 1.2.2.2 as it involved enzymatic target 

sequence amplification. 

 

In 2007, Hsing and co-workers developed another immobilization-free EC DNA 

detection scheme (without target sequence amplification) by using an Fc-labeled peptide 

nucleic acid (Fc-PNA) probe [44]. Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) is a DNA analog with the 

negatively charged sugar–phosphate backbone replaced by a neutral pseudo-peptide 

backbone (N-(2-aminoethyl)glycine units linked by peptide bonds) [45]. The Fc-PNA 

probe could freely make contact with an ITO electrode surface (even though negatively 

charged) and an anodic current peak was observed when monitored by differential pulse 

voltammetry (DPV). Upon the hybridization of a complementary target sequence to the 

Fc-PNA probe, the hybrid, which was negatively charged, was prohibited from 

approaching the ITO electrode surface due to electrostatic repulsion and thus the anodic 

current peak was suppressed (Figure 1.7). 
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Figure 1.7. Immobilization-free EC DNA detection using Fc-PNA probe (Adapted from 

[44]). 

 

1.2. EC DNA Sensors with Enzymatic Target Sequence 

Amplification 

It is always desirable to achieve high detection sensitivity. Two strategies can be 

employed to accomplish this goal: signal amplification and target sequence 

amplification. Examples of the signal amplification strategy include enzyme [19-20] and 

nanoparticle [21-23] labels used in the immobilization-based sensors. For target 

sequence amplification, thermal cycling (polymerase chain reaction, PCR) and 

isothermal reactions, which have been routinely practiced in clinical and research 

laboratories with superior amplification power, are receiving increasing attention to be 

coupled with EC DNA sensors. A brief introduction of the different enzymatic target 
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sequence amplification schemes and their integration with EC detection platforms are 

given in the following sections. 

 

1.2.1. PCR 

PCR was invented by Mullis and co-workers [46], which has became one of the most 

widely used techniques in molecular biology. It is an exponential DNA amplification 

technique by means of a thermal cycling process. Key PCR reaction components include 

a pair of primers (oligonucleotides that define the target sequence to be amplified), 

deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), and thermostable DNA polymerase. As 

shown in Figure 1.8, the first step in PCR is denaturation. At 94 °C, typically for a 

duration of about 30 s, dsDNA template is heat dissociated into ssDNA constituents. 

Then, the temperature is cooled to 60 °C for primer annealing (i.e., hybridization of the 

primers to the target sequence). This is followed by extension of the hybridized primers 

through dNTPs incorporation based on Watson–Crick base pairing. The temperature of 

the extension step is dependent on the DNA polymerase used. For Taq DNA polymerase, 

the optimum temperature is 72 °C. The extension time is determined by the pocessivity 

of the DNA polymerase (Taq DNA polymerase can incorporate 1,000 bases in 1 min). 

After one thermal cycle, the amount of the target sequence is doubled. Hence, for a 30-

cycle PCR, a single copy of the target DNA sequence is amplified to one billion copies. 

Currently, PCR product quantification methods in clinical laboratories are mainly based 
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on real-time fluorescence measurements [4] using SYBR Green I [47], molecular 

beacon [2],  and TaqMan probe [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1.8. Schematic illustration of the thermal cycling process of PCR (Modified 

from [4]). 

 

1.2.2. EC DNA Sensors with PCR 

There have been many EC DNA sensors that were utilized for the detection of PCR 

amplicons, as reviewed by Luo and Hsing [5]. In this section, immobilization-based 
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sensors with PCR and EC detection integrated on microfabricated devices are first 

presented. Then, immobilization-free sensors for end-point and real-time PCR product 

detection are presented. 

 

1.2.2.1. Immobilization-Based EC DNA Sensors with PCR 

In 2003, Hsing and co-workers first reported an integrated microchip for PCR and end-

point EC detection of PCR amplicons (Figure 1.9) [36]. A PCR reaction chamber was 

fabricated on a silicon microchip with integrated heaters and temperature sensors for 

rapid thermal cycling. The reaction chamber was sealed with a glass substrate, which 

also comprised patterned electrodes (gold working electrode as well as platinum (Pt) 

counter and pseudo-reference electrodes) for EC detection. The gold electrode had a 

capture probe immobilized via gold–thiol linkage. In the presence of a target DNA, 

asymmetric PCR generated single-stranded rich PCR amplicons. After the amplification 

reaction, the electrode-bound capture probe hybridized with the single-stranded PCR 

amplicons. A washing step was carried out to remove any unhybridized amplicons. Then, 

a redox intercalator (Hoechst 32258) was introduced into the reaction chamber. More 

intercalator molecules bound to the capture probe–amplicon hybrid than to the capture 

probe alone, thereby resulting in a higher anodic current peak during DPV 

measurements. 
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Figure 1.9. Microdevice for PCR DNA amplification and end-point EC detection 

(Adapted from [36]). (A) Analyte with PCR-mix is applied into the reaction chamber; 

(B) Asymmetric PCR is performed to generate adequate amplicons; (C) Hybridization 

of the amplicons to the immobilized probe on the electrode surface; (D) Binding of 

redox indicator for EC signal transduction. 

  

In 2004, Liu and co-workers developed a self-contained and fully integrated biochip to 

perform DNA analysis of complex biological sample solutions (Figure 1.10) [48]. This 

biochip consisted of sample preparation, DNA amplification, and EC DNA detection 

units. On-chip pumps and valves were included for fluidic control. The assay 

commenced with the isolation of E. coli K12 cells from whole blood samples using 

immunomagnetic beads. This was followed by thermal lysis of the isolated cells and 

asymmetric PCR amplification of an E. coli K12-specific sequence. Subsequently, the 

single-stranded rich PCR amplicons were electrochemically detected by a gold electrode 
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functionalized with a mixed SAM of capture probe, polyglycol insulator, and 

phenylacetylene molecular wire, as detailed in Section 1.1.1. 

 

 

Figure 1.10. Fully integrated biochip for sample preparation, PCR amplification, and 

EC detection (Adapted from [48]). 

 

Hsing and co-workers reported another integrated microchip for PCR and real-time EC 

detection of PCR amplicons (Figure 1.11) [49-50]. A silicon–glass microchip with EC 

detection electrodes (ITO working electrode as well as Pt counter and pseudo-reference 

electrodes) was employed. The ITO working electrode surface was covalently 

functionalized with a capture probe via a trialkoxysilane linker. PCR was performed 

with 30% of deoxythymidine triphosphate substituted by Fc-labeled deoxyuridine 

triphosphate (Fc-dUTP). In the presence of a target sequence, PCR amplicons were 
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generated. The capture probe when hybridized with the amplicons was extended and 

thus Fc-dUTP was incorporated. The accumulation of Fc close to the electrode surface 

produced an anodic current peak in DPV measurement. Cycle-by-cycle EC 

measurement was possible, enabling real-time monitoring of the amplification reaction. 

 

 

Figure 1.11. Microdevice for simultaneous PCR DNA amplification and real-time 

monitoring (Adapted from [50]). 

 

1.2.2.2. Immobilization-Free EC DNA Sensors with PCR 

Tamiya and co-workers demonstrated the first immobilization-free EC scheme for PCR 

amplicon detection [43]. After PCR, the reaction mixture was mixed with a redox 

indicator (Hoechst 33258). In the absence of a target sequence, no PCR amplicons were 

produced. When the mixture was placed onto a glassy carbon electrode, the redox 

indicator diffused freely to the electrode surface and anodic current signal was measured. 

While in the presence of the target sequence, PCR amplicons were produced. The redox 

indicator, which is a minor groove binder, complexed to the amplicons and the anodic 

current signal was lower than that of the uncomplexed ones due to a significant 
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reduction in the diffusion coefficient. The same group applied this scheme for single-

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) detection (Figure 1.12) [51].   

 

 

Figure 1.12. Immobilization-free EC detection of PCR amplicons using Hoechst 33258 

(Adapted from [51]). (A) Freely moving Hoechst 33258 favors EC transduction; (B) 

Binding of Hoechst 33258 to DNA inhibits the EC transduction; (C) EC signal 

suppressed by target DNA. 

 

As mentioned in Section 1.1.2, Hsing and co-workers utilized Fc-PNA for 

immobilization-free EC DNA detection [44]. In fact, in addition to oligonucleotide 

target, they also demonstrated the detection of unpurified PCR amplicons. With target 

amplification, the sensitivity was enhanced about 10
5
-fold. 

 

The EC measurements of the two above-mentioned examples were conducted after PCR. 

Real-time PCR monitoring with immobilization-free EC scheme was first reported by 

Gong and co-workers [52]. A microchannel in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was 
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fabricated, which was sealed by a glass substrate with an array of patterned Pt electrodes 

for EC measurements (Figure 1.13). A PCR mixture in the microchannel was 

transported repeatedly through three temperature zones. A redox indicator (MB) was 

included in the PCR mixture. Upon target amplification, MB intercalated with the 

amplicons, which significantly slowed down its diffusion to the electrode surface and 

thus the EC signal was suppressed. It should be noted that detection electrodes were 

placed at different thermal cycles, enabling real-time PCR monitoring. 

 

Limoges and co-workers reported another real-time immobilization-free EC detection 

scheme based on catalytic oxidation of 2’-deoxyguanosine 5’-triphosphate (dGTP) by 

Ru(bpy)3
3+

 (bpy = 2,2’-bypyridine) or 7-deaza-dGTP by Os(bpy)3
3+

 [53]. A custom-

made PCR and EC detection container was used so that temperature cycling was 

achieved by a conventional thermal cycler (Figure 1.14). During PCR amplification, the 

amount of free dGTP or 7-deaza-dGTP decreased as a result of its incorporation into 

PCR amplicons. The EC detection system (with screen-printed carbon working and 

counter electrodes and silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) reference electrode) oxidized 

Ru(bpy)3
2+

 or Os(bpy)3
2+

 at the electrode surface, which in turn oxidized dGTP or 7-

deaza-dGTP, respectively, and itself reduced back to Ru(bpy)3
2+

 or Os(bpy)3
2+

. This 

catalytic recycling formed the basis of the EC measurements. It should be emphasized 

that the incorporated dGTP or 7-deaza-dGTP was less oxidizable due to steric hindrance 

and smaller diffusion coefficient. Therefore, the EC signal became smaller as more 

dGTP or 7-deaza-dGTP were consumed in the course of target amplification. 
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Figure 1.13. (Top) Layout of the integrated continuous-flow PCR and EC detection 

microchip and (bottom) EC detection scheme utilizing MB as redox indicator  (Adapted 

from [52]). 

 

The same group also demonstrated another real-time immobilization-free EC detection 

scheme based on a redox indicator (Os[(bpy)2DPPZ]
2+

, DPPZ = dipyrido[3,2-a:2’,3’-

c]phenazine) (Figure 1.15) [54]. Prior to target amplification, the redox indicator 
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diffused freely to the electrode surface (the same custom-made PCR and EC detection 

container mentioned above). When PCR amplicons were generated, the redox indicator 

intercalated with the amplicons and thus the amount of free redox indicator decreased, 

resulting in a decrease in EC signal. Besides, it should be noted that the amplicon-bound 

redox indicator gave rise to a lower EC signal as discussed earlier.  

 

 

Figure 1.14. (Top, a–c) Layout of the custom-made EC cells for real-time PCR 

monitoring and (bottom) EC detection scheme based on catalytic oxidation of dGTP or 

7-deaza-dGTP (Modified from [53]). 
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Figure 1.15. Schematic illustration of real-time immobilization-free EC detection 

scheme based on redox intercalator of Os[(bpy)2DPPZ]
2+ 

(Adapted from [54]). 

 

Hsing and co-workers demonstrated the use of a MB-labeled hydrolysis probe (termed 

as eTaq probe) for immobilization-free EC PCR detection (Figure 1.16) [55]. The eTaq 

probe was complementary to a specific PCR amplicon region and the redox label (MB) 

was attached to the 5’-end of the oligonucleotide. With ITO working electrode, the 

intact eTaq probe could not approach the electrode surface due to electrostatic repulsion 

(both are negatively charged). Upon the generation of PCR amplicons, the eTaq probe 
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hybridized with the denatured template/amplicon during the primer annealing step. Next, 

during the extension step, the eTaq probe was hydrolyzed by Taq DNA polymerase’s 

5’→3’ exonuclease activity, producing small fragments of the probe. The MB-labeled 

fragment was detectable by the ITO electrode attributed to reduced electrostatic 

repulsion and faster diffusion. In their work, PCR was carried out in a conventional 

thermal cycler, and at different cycles, samples were pipetted out and placed onto the 

EC detection platform. 

 

 

Figure 1.16. Immobilization-free EC detection scheme using eTaq probe (Adapted from 

[55]). 

 

1.2.3. Isothermal Amplification 

Various isothermal DNA amplification strategies have been devised in the last two 

decades including strand displacement amplification [56], rolling circle amplification 

(RCA) [57-58], loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) [59], helicase-
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dependent amplification [60], strand-displacement polymerization reaction [61], primer 

generation–rolling circle amplification (PG–RCA) [62], etc. These isothermal strategies 

require simpler heating instrumentation than that of PCR, facilitating point-of-care and 

on-site DNA amplification. In these strategies, several DNA polymerases are used to 

amplify target sequences, the majority of which have strand displacement property. 

Alternatively, endonuclease [63-64] or exonuclease [65-67] can be employed for signal-

amplified isothermal DNA detection. 

 

RCA was independently invented by two research groups in mid 1990s that amplifies 

DNA in a linear fashion [57-58]. As shown in Figure 1.17, RCA consists of a circular 

ssDNA template, a short DNA primer which is complementary to a portion of the 

circular template, and a thermostable DNA polymerase to polymerize dNTPs into a 

ssDNA molecule having hundreds to thousands of repeats of complementary sequence 

of the circular template.
 
RCA can be performed by a number of thermostable DNA 

polymerases which lack exonuclease activity but with strand displacement activity, such 

as phi29 DNA polymerase, Bst DNA polymerase, Klenow Fragment (3’→5’ exo
–
), and 

Vent (exo
–
) DNA polymerase [68]. When combined with padlock probe, RCA was 

successfully utilized for SNP detection [69-70]. In terms of amplification 

reaction/product quantification, colorimetric [71-73], fluorescence [63,74], and EC [75-

76] techniques have been demonstrated. Examples of EC DNA sensors with RCA are 

described in the next section.   
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Figure 1.17. Schematic illustration of RCA (Modified from [58]). 

 

LAMP was introduced by Notomi and co-workers that amplifies DNA exponentially 

[59]. As shown in Figure 1.18, four primers that recognize six regions of a target are 

used. A first inner primer initiates the reaction, and then the extended first inner primer 

is displaced by a first outer primer. In fact, the first inner primer has an overhang 

sequence that hybridizes with an adjacent region downstream of the first inner primer to 

form a stem–loop structure. A second inner primer and outer primer hybridize to the 

extended first inner primer, and the extended and displaced second inner primer adopts a 

two-end stem–loop structure. Subsequently, the inner primers hybridize to the loop for 

cycling amplification to continue. The reaction products are dsDNA with alternately 

inverted repeats of the target sequence in the same strand. Typically, 10
9
 copies of the 

target sequence are produced in one hour. The same research group also achieved a 
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faster reaction by utilizing two additional primers [77]. Despite its high sensitivity and 

specificity, LAMP requires sophisticated primer design. 

 

 

Figure 1.18. Schematic illustration of LAMP (Adapted from [59]). 
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Strand-displacement polymerization reaction was introduced by Wang and co-workers 

in 2009 that amplifies DNA in a linear fashion [61]. The reaction makes use of a hairpin 

probe (i.e., molecular beacon, stem–loop structure, functionalized with a fluorophore 

and a quencher at its two ends), a primer, and DNA polymerase (Klenow Fragment 

(3’→5’ exo
–
)). As shown in Figure 1.19, the loop sequence hybridizes with a 

complementary target DNA sequence, which in turn separates the stem as well as the 

fluorophore and quencher. An increase in fluorescence signal is thus observed. Then, the 

primer hybridizes to the stem region (3’-end of the beacon), followed by extension and 

strand displacement reactions. As a result, the displaced target is recycled for further 

rounds of amplification. 

 

 

Figure 1.19. Schematic illustration of isothermal circular strand displacement 

polymerization reaction (Adapted from [61]). 
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PG–RCA was reported by Komiyama and co-workers in 2009 that greatly improves the 

sensitivity of RCA by adding a nicking enzyme (Figure 1.20) [62]. In PG–RCA, nicking 

sites are incorporated into RCA-generated long chain ssDNA, which hybridizes with the 

circular templates and is then nicked to generate new primed circular templates. Hence, 

target amplification proceeds in an exponential manner. It was reported that the 

detection limit was down to 84.5 yoctomole (or 50.7 molecules). A similar strategy was 

reported by Hollfelder and co-workers in 2010 [78]. A circular dsDNA is amplified to 

generate linear dsDNA products by T4 replisome, nicking endonuclease, and a reverse 

primer.  

 

 

Figure 1.20. Schematic illustration of PG–RCA (Adapted from [62]). 
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1.2.4. EC DNA Sensors with Isothermal Amplification 

There has been increasing interest in integrating EC DNA sensors with isothermal 

amplification over the past few years. They can be grouped into immobilization-based 

and immobilization-free approaches, as discussed in detail below. 

 

1.2.4.1. Immobilization-Based EC DNA Sensors with Isothermal Amplification 

Willner and co-workers demonstrated an immobilization-based EC platform for circular 

viral DNA detection using RCA reaction (Figure 1.21) [76]. A gold electrode 

immobilized with a capture probe was used. A target circular viral DNA hybridized to 

 

 

Figure 1.21. Immobilization-based EC detection of viral DNA with RCA using Fc-

dUTP redox marker and enzymatic signal amplification (Adapted from [76]). 
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the capture probe and triggered RCA reaction. The RCA reaction product was labeled 

with Fc redox marker via Fc-dUTP incorporation. Moreover, glucose oxidase-based 

catalytic recycling of the oxidized Fc was employed to amplify the EC signal. 

 

Shen and co-workers demonstrated another immobilization-based EC DNA platform 

with RCA (Figure 1.22) [75]. A padlock probe was used to recognize SNP targets . 

 

 

Figure 1.22. Immobilization-based EC DNA detection with ligation and RCA using MB 

redox indicator (Adapted from [75]). (A) Schematic illustration for SNP detection; (B) 

Hybridization of RCA amplicons to immobilized probe for EC signal detection. 
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When the target was perfectly complementary to the padlock probe, ligation reaction 

produced a circular template. This was followed by RCA reaction to generate a long 

ssDNA product. A probe-immobilized gold electrode was used to capture the RCA 

reaction product. Then, a redox marker (MB) was added. With more MB bound to the 

capture probe–RCA product hybrid than to the capture probe, a larger EC signal was 

observed. 

 

1.2.4.2. Immobilization-Free EC DNA Sensors with Isothermal Amplification 

In 2009, Tamiya and co-workers reported the first immobilization-free EC DNA sensor 

with isothermal amplification [79]. In their work, a custom-made reaction and detection 

tube was used, as shown in Figure 1.23. The reaction zone was separated from the EC 

detection zone by a mechanical valve. The former one contained a LAMP reaction 

mixture and the latter one contained a redox indicator solution (Hoechst 33258) as well 

as EC detection electrodes (screen-printed carbon working and counter electrodes and 

Ag/AgCl reference electrode). LAMP reaction was carried out by placing the reaction 

zone into a constant-temperature heat-block. After the amplification reaction, the tube 

was taken out of the heat-block and the valve was open to allow mixing of the LAMP 

reaction mixture and Hoechst 33258. In fact, the same group utilized Hoechst 33258 for 

immobilization-free EC detection of PCR amplicon, as discussed in Section 1.2.2.2. As 

a result of the binding of Hoechst 33258 to the minor groove of the LAMP reaction 

products, a decrease in the anodic current peak was observed. It should be noted that 
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only end-point measurement was made due to the post-amplification mixing with the 

redox indicator. 

 

Figure 1.23. Immobilization-free EC DNA sensor with LAMP utilizing Hoechst 33258 

(Adapted from [79]). 

 

Zhang and co-workers performed EC analysis of LAMP reaction products by direct 

oxidation of free dGTP using carbon nanotube array electrode [80]. In the presence of a 

target sequence, LAMP reaction proceeded and dGTP was incorporated into dsDNA 

products. This resulted in a decrease in the anodic current peak as dsDNA diffuses 
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slower to the electrode surface than free dGTP. Besides, the incorporated dGTP is less 

oxidizable than free dGTP due to base pairing. The authors demonstrated the EC 

monitoring of the LAMP reaction at 5-min intervals by dipping the 3-electrode detection 

system into the reaction mixture. It should be noted that the working electrode was taken 

out from the reaction mixture after every scan for surface regeneration.  

 

Hsing and co-workers reported an immobilization-free EC DNA sensor with strand-

displacement polymerization reaction [81]. As shown in Figure 1.24, an Fc-PNA probe, 

a molecular beacon, a primer, DNA polymerase with strand displacement property, and 

an ITO electrode were used. In the absence of a target sequence, the Fc-PNA probe 

hybridized with the 5’-overhang of the beacon and thus could not approach the electrode 

surface. On the other hand, the hybridization of the target with the beacon–Fc-PNA 

hybrid allowed the primer to hybridize to 3’-end of the beacon, which triggered the 

primer extension reaction and displacement of the Fc-PNA probe as well as the target. 

The displaced Fc-PNA probe gave rise to an anodic current peak. The displaced target 

was capable of initiating next round of hybridization, extension, and displacement. 

 

Plaxco and co-workers developed an immobilization-free EC DNA sensor with LAMP 

based on MB redox indicator (Figure 1.25) [82]. When MB intercalated with the LAMP 

reaction products, the redox current decreased due to slower diffusion of the complex 

than free MB. Real-time detection was achieved in their work by passivating a gold 

working electrode with mercaptohexanol.  
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Figure 1.24. Immobilization-free EC DNA sensor with strand-displacement 

polymerization reaction using Fc-PNA probe (Adapted from [81]). 

 

 

Figure 1.25. Immobilization-free EC DNA sensor with LAMP using MB redox 

indicator (Adapted from [82]). 
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1.3. Current Limitations 

EC DNA sensors hold great promise for point-of-care and on-site applications. 

Nevertheless, until now, their practical usage has been very limited. There are several 

key limitations of the current approaches. The immobilization-based EC DNA sensors 

require the use of costly modified oligonucleotides as well as time-consuming and 

laborious electrode functionalization. The immobilization-free EC DNA sensors, though 

simple in electrode preparation, suffers from low sensitivity. In view of this, efforts have 

been made to integrate with PCR (particularly in microchip format for achieving 

portable devices), but the device fabrication and thermal cycling control adds further 

complications. To further simplify the assay system, immobilization-free EC DNA 

sensors have been coupled with isothermal amplification. Until now, the coupled 

systems have only employed LAMP for exponential isothermal amplification. One main 

disadvantage of LAMP is the complicated primer design (at least four primers). With 

these limitations, new EC DNA detection systems that are simple (assay design, 

preparation, and instrumentation) and sensitive have yet to be realized.  

 

1.4. Objectives of the Study 

The main goal of this study is to develop a simple and sensitive EC DNA detection 

system. In this study, PG–RCA is employed to achieve isothermal exponential 

amplification and immobilization-free EC DNA detection is achieved using MB as 

redox indicator along with an ITO working electrode. One objective of this work is to 
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evaluate the performance of the immobilization-free EC DNA sensors with PG–RCA 

(exponential amplification) as compared with RCA (linear amplification). Another 

objective is to determine the specificity and sensitivity of this new detection scheme. 

The sensitivity of the immobilization-free EC detection scheme is compared with that of 

the fluorescence technique (using fluorescent stain for nucleic acid, SYBR
®
 Gold). Yet 

another objective is to investigate electrode fouling by the PG–RCA reaction mixture. 

Simple electrode regeneration is explored to enable EC measurements at different time 

points of the PG–RCA reaction using the same electrode. Lastly, the use of molecular 

beacon probe for generic sequence recognition, rather than sequences at 3’-end, is 

studied. 
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Chapter 2 

Methodology 

The detection scheme of the immobilization-free EC DNA sensor with PG–RCA is 

introduced in Section 2.1. The reagents and instrumentation used in the experiments are 

listed in Section 2.2. The experimental protocols are given in Section 2.3. 

 

2.1. Detection Scheme 

The immobilization-free EC DNA detection scheme, its combination with PG–RCA, 

and the use of molecular beacon as target recognition probe as well as primer for PG–

RCA are described in this section. 

 

2.1.1. Immobilization-Free EC DNA Detection Scheme 

MB, a DNA intercalator, is employed as the redox indicator [13,52,75,82]. In fact, MB 

binds preferentially to ssDNA (through interaction with G base) than to dsDNA 

(hybridized G base, i.e., base-paired with C base, are less accessible) [52,75,83-84]. As 

shown in Figure 2.1, in the absence of ssDNA, the MB molecules diffuse freely to an 

electrode surface, enabling electron transfer and thus a redox signal is obtained. On the 

other hand, the MB molecules bind to ssDNA and their diffusion to the electrode surface 

is retarded (as a result of a smaller diffusion coefficient than the free MB molecules), 

leading to a reduction of the electron transfer and the redox signal decreases. To achieve 
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a greater change in the MB redox signal upon binding to ssDNA, an ITO working 

electrode is utilized. The electrostatic repulsion between the ITO electrode and the MB–

ssDNA complex (both are negatively charged) further hinders the redox indicator from 

approaching the electrode surface. 

 

 

Figure 2.1. Immobilization-free EC DNA detection scheme using MB. 

 

DPV is used for the EC measurements. DPV’s voltage waveform is constructed by the 

superposition of a staircase wave and a pulse wave (Figure 2.2). Two current samplings 

are performed in each cycle (i.e., right before and close to the end of the pulse). The 

difference of the two current readings minimizes the capacitive current effect. A peak-

shaped voltammogram is obtained by plotting the current difference as a function of the 

scanning potential. DPV offers highly sensitive EC measurement of redox indicators and 

has thus been extensively utilized in EC DNA sensors.  
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Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of DPV waveform. (A) Linear staircase wave; (B) 

Regular pulse wave; (C) Differential pulse wave. 

 

2.1.2. Immobilization-Free EC DNA Detection Scheme Combined with 

PG–RCA 

PG–RCA is utilized as the isothermal DNA amplification method in this study. Figure 

2.3 shows the immobilization-free EC DNA detection scheme combined with PG–RCA 

using MB redox indicator. When a target sequence hybridizes to a circular ssDNA 

template at its 3’-end, RCA is triggered and long ssDNA amplicon is generated. When 

the ssDNA amplicon hybridizes with the circular template, the former one is nicked, 
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Figure 2.3. The immobilization-free EC detection scheme combined with PG–RCA. 
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which serves as new primed site for extension. Repeated rounds of circular template 

hybridization, nicking, and extension produce ssDNA products in an exponential 

manner. It should be noted that MB is included in the PG–RCA reaction mixture. As 

discussed in the previous section, the MB molecules bind to the ssDNA products and a 

low redox current is obtained using an ITO working electrode. 

 

2.1.3. PG–RCA with Molecular Beacon 

A molecular beacon is designed for the detection of target sequence located not at the 

3’-end. As shown in Figure 2.4, in the absence of a target sequence, the beacon is at its 

stem–loop structure and no PG–RCA occurs. While in the presence of the target, the 

stem is dehybridized, which in turn allows its 3’-portion to hybridize to the circular 

template and thus PG–RCA reaction is triggered. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Schematic illustration of molecular beacon as target recognition probe as 

well as primer for PG–RCA reaction. The target sequence is marked in blue. 
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2.2. Materials and Instrumentation 

The reagents, oligonucleotide sequences, instrumentation, and electrodes are listed in 

this section. 

 

2.2.1. Reagents 

Alconox, propan-2-ol, sulphuric acid (H2SO4), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), MB, 

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris base), boric acid, and 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, 

MO, USA). Silicone elastomer and its curing agent were purchased from Dow Corning 

(Midland, MI, USA). CircLigase
TM

 II ssDNA Ligase and Exonuclease I were purchased 

from Epicentre (Madison, WI, USA). QIAquick Nucleotide Removal Kit was purchased 

from QIAGEN (Valencia, CA, USA). RCA or PG–RCA reaction buffer (RB, 50 mM 

NaCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT, pH 7.4), phi29 DNA 

polymerase, Nb.BbvCI nicking endonuclease, dNTPs, low molecular weight DNA 

ladder, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased from New England Biolabs 

(Ipswich, MA, USA). SYBR
®
 Gold and agarose were purchased from Invitrogen 

(Carlsbad, CA, USA). All enzymatic reaction solutions were prepared using 

UltraPure
TM

 DNase/RNase-free distilled water from Invitrogen. All other solutions were 

prepared with ultrapure water (18.2 M·cm) from a Milli-Q Advantage A10 System 

(Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). 
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2.2.2. Oligonucleotide Sequences  

DNA oligonucleotides used in this study were purchased from Integrated DNA 

Technologies (Coralville, IA, USA) and were HPLC- or PAGE-purified. Their 

sequences are given in Table 2.1. The circular template sequence was phosphorylated at 

its 5’-end to allow self-ligation (i.e., circularization). Its analyte binding region is bolded 

and the recognition site for the nicking endonuclease to cleave ssDNA amplicon is 

underlined. The beacon’s stem sequence is italicized and its 3’-end sequence is identical 

to the analyte sequence. The beacon target is complementary to the 5’-end of the beacon.  

 

Table 2.1. Oligonucleotide sequences used in this study. 

Oligonucleotide name Sequence 

Circular template (74 bp) 5’-Phos/GTG GTT GTC TTC TCC TCA GCT 

CTA TCG GAT TTG TAT CTC TCC TCA GCT 

CTA TCG GAT TTG TAT CTC TAA GCA GT-3’ 

Analyte (14 bp) 5’- CAA CCA CAC TGC TT-3’ 

Non-complementary sequence (19 bp) 5’-TGG CGA ACT ACT TAC TCT A-3’ 

Beacon (60 bp) 

 

5’-GGT TGG TGT GGT TGG TTT CGT GTC GTT 

CGG TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT CCA ACC ACA CTG 

CTT-3’ 

Beacon target (37 bp) 5’-AAA AAA ACC GAA CGA CAC GAA ACC 

AAC CAC ACC AAC C-3’ 
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2.2.3. Instrumentation  

Absorbance measurements were performed using an Ultrospec
TM

 2100 pro UV/visible 

spectrophotometer (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ, USA). Real-time fluorescence 

measurements were performed using an Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR 

System (Applied Biosystems, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Thermal reactions were performed 

using a GeneAmp
®
 PCR System 9700 (Applied Biosystems). Plasma treatment was 

performed using a Plasma Cleaner PDC 32G (Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, NY, USA). EC 

measurements were performed using an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentiostat/galvanostat 

(Metrohm Autolab, The Netherlands) controlled by General Purpose Electrochemical 

System (GPES) software (Metrohm Autolab, The Netherlands). Agarose gel 

electrophoresis result was visualized and recorded by a GeneGenius
2
 gel imaging 

system controlled by GeneSnap software from Syngene (Frederick, MD, USA). 

 

2.2.4. Electrode Chips 

Gold and ITO electrode chips (both with Pt as counter and pseudo-reference electrodes) 

were fabricated according to previous reported procedures [36,44]. Briefly, for gold 

electrode chips, glass substrate was first photolithographically patterned to define the 

working electrode (1-mm in diameter). This was followed by gold sputtering and a lift-

off process. Then, using the same steps were used to pattern the Pt counter and pseudo-

reference electrodes. For ITO electrode chips, ITO-coated glass was used and was 
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patterned by photolithography and etching. Subsequently, Pt counter and pseudo-

reference electrodes were pattered as that for the gold electrode chips.  

 

The ITO electrode chip was cleaned by sonication in 8 g/L Alconox solution for 15 min, 

followed by propan-2-ol for 15 min, and twice in water for 15 min. The gold electrode 

chip was cleaned in piranha solution (mixture of H2SO4:H2O2 in a volume ratio of 3:1). 

CAUTION: piranha solution is a strong oxidizing agent, and must be handled with great 

care in a fume hood).  

 

An EC measurement container was made from PDMS. The silicone elastomer and 

curing agent were mixed in a mass ratio of 10:1 and poured onto a silicon substrate (a 

thickness of about 4 mm). Then, it was degassed under vacuum for 30 min, cured at 80 

°C for 1 h, and peeled from the silicon substrate. It is cut into smaller pieces (about 4 

mm × 4 mm). Then, a 4-mm diameter hole was punched through the PDMS, serving as 

the EC measurement container when bonded to the electrode chips. The bonding was 

assisted by a plasma treatment. The PDMS substrate was cleaned with once in propan-2-

ol and twice in water for 15 min each under sonication, followed by drying in an oven at 

80 °C for 1 h. It was then put inside the plasma cleaner. Vacuum pump was used to 

reduce the pressure of the chamber to enable plasma generation. The plasma cleaner was 

turned on to the highest power for 1 min. Immediately after taken out from the plasma 

cleaner, the electrode chip and the PDMS substrate were aligned, brought into contact, 

and bonded. The PDMS-bonded electrode chip is schematically illustrated in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.5. Schematic illustration of the PDMS-bonded electrode chip. 

 

2.3. Experimental Protocols 

2.3.1. Circular Template Preparation 

The self-ligation of the circular template sequence was carried out according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. A 50-µL reaction mixture with 1 µM of the circular 

template sequence was incubated at 60 °C for 3 h. After the self-ligation reaction, it is 

heated to 80 °C for 10 min to inactivate the CircLigase
TM

 II enzyme. Any unligated 

linear ssDNA sequence was digested by adding 20 units of Exonuclease I and 

incubating at 37 °C for 2 h, followed by 80 °C for 15 min to inactivate the Exonuclease I 

enzyme. The ligated circular template was purified by using the QIAquick Nucleotide 

Removal Kit. The concentration of the purified circular template was determined by the 

Beer–Lambert law: 

A = εbC 
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where   is the absorbance (obtained using the UV/visible spectrophotometer), ε is the 

extinction coefficient (672,200 M
–1

cm
–1

) for the circular template), b is the optical 

pathlength, and C is the concentration.  

 

2.3.2. EC Measurement of MB with ssDNA 

A 10-µL solution containing 20 µM MB in RB, without or with 10 µM ssDNA (beacon 

target), was introduced to the electrode chip. DPV measurements were performed with 

50 ms modulation time, 200 ms interval time, 5 mV step potential and 100 mV 

modulation amplitude. The potential was scanned from –0.7 V to –0.3 V and the total 

EC measurement time was 16 s. Another set of experiments were performed with 

different concentrations of MB (1, 5, 10, 20, 50, and 100 µM) in the presence of 10 µM 

ssDNA (beacon target). 

 

2.3.3. Real-Time Fluorescence Measurement of PG–RCA 

The efficiency of the PG–RCA assay was evaluated quantitatively by real-time 

fluorescence measurement. A 20-µL solution mixture containing RB, 0.2 mg/mL BSA, 

50 nM circular template, 0.4 units phi29 DNA polymerase, 4 units Nb.BbvCI, 50 µM 

dNTPs, 0.1× SYBR
®
 Gold, and analyte (0, 1 pM, 10 pM, 100 pM, and 1 nM) was 

incubated at 37 °C for 3 h. The measurement was performed every 2 min. RCA was also 

performed with 1 nM analyte, except without Nb.BbvCI, all other reaction components 

were the same as PG–RCA. 
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2.3.4. Effect of MB on PG–RCA 

The effect of MB on PG–RCA was evaluated qualitatively by agarose gel 

electrophoresis. A 10-µL solution mixture containing RB, 0.2 mg/mL BSA, 50 nM 

circular template, 0.2 units phi29 DNA polymerase, 2 units Nb.BbvCI, 50 µM dNTPs, 

20 µM MB, and analyte (0 or 1 nM) was incubated at 37 °C for 2.5 h, followed by 80 °C 

for 15 min to inactivate the enzymes. Similarly, by excluding Nb.BbvCI, the effect of 

MB on RCA was also studied. It should be noted that a 10-fold higher concentration of 

the analyte (10 nM) than that in PG–RCA was used. The reaction products were 

analyzed by a 3% agarose gel (prepared in 0.5× TBE buffer: 44.5 mM Tris base, 44.5 

mM boric acid, 20 mM EDTA, pH 8.0,). The gel was subjected to a voltage of 100 V for 

30 min in 0.5× TBE running buffer. The gel was then stained by 1× SYBR
®
 Gold 

nucleic acid gel stain for 30 min (10 µL SYBR
®
 Gold stock in 100 mL 1× TBE buffer). 

The stained gel was visualized and recorded by the gel imaging system. 

 

2.3.5. EC Measurements of PG–RCA 

PG–RCA and RCA reactions were performed as described in Section 2.3.5. After the 

amplification reactions, 10 µL of the reaction products were transferred to the ITO 

electrode chips for DPV measurements (settings are presented in Section 2.3.2). 
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2.3.6. Specificity Test 

The specificity of the new detection scheme was evaluated by using the non-

complementary sequence instead of the analyte. Fluorescence and EC measurements 

were performed. The protocol for PG–RCA with fluorescence measurement was the 

same as that in Section 2.3.3. The protocol for PG–RCA with EC measurement was the 

same as that in Section 2.3.4 and Section 2.3.5. The concentration of the non-

complementary sequence or the analyte used was 1 nM. 

 

2.3.7. Sensitivity Test 

The sensitivity of the new detection scheme was determined by performing a set of 

experiments with different concentrations of the analyte (0, 100 fM, 1 pM, 10 pM, 100 

pM, and 1 nM). The protocol used was the same as that in Section 2.3.4 and Section 

2.3.5. 

 

2.3.8. Effect of BSA on EC Measurement 

A 20-µL solution mixture containing RB, 0.2 mg/mL BSA, and 20 μM MB was applied 

to the ITO electrode chip. DPV measurements were taken every 10 min. 

 

2.3.9. Regeneration of the ITO Electrode 

Two methods for the regeneration of the ITO electrode surface were evaluated. After 

DPV measurement of a PG–RCA reaction product (positive sample with the analyte or 
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control without the analyte), the ITO electrode surface was rinsed by 20 μL of water for 

5 times or sonicated in water for 1 min. The cleaned electrode was then used for 

repeated measurement of the same reaction product. The regeneration and measurement 

steps were repeated for 3 more times.  

 

2.3.10. EC Detection of PG–RCA at Different Time Points 

To monitor the PG–RCA at different time points of the reaction, 10-μL of the reaction 

sample was taken out from the reaction tube every 30 min and applied to the ITO 

electrode chip for EC measurement. The ITO electrode was regenerated between each 

measurement by water rinsing. The protocol was the same as that in Section 2.3.4 and 

Section 2.3.5 (analyte concentration of 1 nM). 

 

2.3.11. PG–RCA Utilizing Beacon 

To facilitate the formation of the stem–loop structure, the beacon (10 nM in RB) was 

heated to 94 °C for 10 min, followed by gradual cooling (1 °C per min) to room 

temperature. The beacon (1 nM final concentration) together with the beacon target (0 or 

1 nM) were used to replace the analyte in the PG–RCA reaction mixture. The reaction 

was allowed to proceed for 1 h. The protocol for PG–RCA utilizing beacon with 

fluorescence measurement was the same as that in Section 2.3.3. The protocol for PG–

RCA utilizing beacon with EC measurement was the same as that in Section 2.3.4 and 

Section 2.3.5. 
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Chapter 3 

Results and Discussion 

3.1. EC Detection with Different Electrodes 

MB is employed as the redox indicator for the presence of ssDNA in the solution-phase. 

Therefore, it is important to utilize an electrode that feature a large signal difference 

between free MB and ssDNA-bound MB. In view of this, three common electrode 

materials were investigated including gold, Pt, and ITO. The DPV peak currents of 

ssDNA-bound MB are 24%, 19%, and 66% lower than that of free MB for gold, Pt, and 

ITO working electrodes, respectively (Figure 3.1 to Figure 3.3). It should be pointed out 

that the Pt working electrode used was a 2-mm diameter disk electrode sealed in glass 

(electrode surface 4 times larger than that of the gold and ITO working electrodes). 

Although the area-normalized peak currents of the ITO electrode are the lowest among 

the three electrodes, the percentage difference between free MB and ssDNA-bound MB 

is the largest. The diffusion coefficient of ssDNA-bound MB is smaller than that of free 

MB. Hence, for all three electrodes, the EC signals from ssDNA-bound MB are lower 

than that from free MB. For ITO electrode, the electrostatic repulsion between the 

electrode surface and ssDNA-bound MB contributes further to the signal decrease. 

These results indicate that MB together with ITO is a good platform for immobilization-

free ssDNA detection. 
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Figure 3.1. DPV measurements of MB without and with ssDNA using gold working 

electrode. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. DPV measurements of MB without and with ssDNA using Pt working 

electrode. 
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Figure 3.3. DPV measurements of MB without and with ssDNA using ITO working 

electrode. 
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some MB molecules remain free. As a result, at an ssDNA concentration of 10 μM, the 

optimum MB concentration is 20 µM. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. DPV peak current difference between free MB and ssDNA-bound MB as a 

function of MB concentration on ITO electrode. 
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DNA polymerase and Nb.BbvCI nicking endonuclease, which have optimum activities 

at 37 °C, were utilized rather than Vent exo
–
 polymerase and Nb.BsmI. To validate this 

new PG–RCA scheme, real-time fluorescence technique was employed. The PG–RCA 

or RCA reaction is triggered by the presence of the analyte, leading to the generation of 

ssDNA amplicon. The fluorescent marker, SYBR Gold
®
, binds to the

 
amplicon and thus 

the fluorescence signal is enhanced. As shown in Figure 3.5, with 1 nM analyte, the 

fluorescence signal in PG–RCA increased exponentially for the first 90 min and then 

leveled off afterward. The fluorescence signal of the control (without the analyte) 

remained flat throughout the 2.5-h reaction. Moreover, the increase in fluorescence 

signal of PG–RCA is about 18 times PG–RCA larger than that of RCA. 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Real-time fluorescence measurement results of PG–RCA and RCA in the 

presence of 1 nM analyte; and control (without analyte). 
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3.4. Effect of MB on PG–RCA 

It is important to ensure that MB to be compatible with RCA and PG–RCA reactions 

(i.e., no or negligible inhibition of the enzymatic amplification reactions). Gel 

electrophoresis analysis was performed to study the compatibility of MB in the RCA 

and PG–RCA reactions. In order to visualize the RCA products in the gel analysis, 10-

fold higher concentration of the analyte (10 nM) was used. RCA and PG–RCA produced 

ssDNA amplicons of different lengths and thus smearing was observed in the gel results 

(Figure 3.6, lanes 5–8). The similar gel results in cases without and with MB for RCA 

(lane 5 and lane 6, respectively) as well as for PG–RCA (lane 7 and lane 8, respectively) 

confirm that the presence of 20 μM MB has negligible inhibitory effect on the 

amplification results.  

 

 

Figure 3.6. Agarose gel electrophoresis results showing the effects of MB on PG–RCA 

and RCA. Lane L: DNA ladder; lanes 1, 3, 5, and 7: without MB; lanes 2, 4, 6, and 8: 

with 20 μM MB; lanes 5 and 6: RCA with 10 nM analyte; lanes 7 and 8: PG–RCA with 

1 nM analyte; lanes 1–4: control reactions (without analyte) for lanes 5–8. 
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3.5. EC Measurements of PG–RCA 

The reaction products of PG–RCA and RCA with 20 μM MB and 1 nM analyte were 

measured by DPV (Figure 3.7). For PG–RCA, the DPV peak current dropped from 52.4 

nA (without analyte) to 18.4 nA (with analyte), i.e., a 65% decrease in the EC signal. 

This is consistent with the results with synthetic ssDNA (10 μM) as described in Section 

3.1 (Figure 3.3). For RCA, the DPV peak current dropped from 52.4 nA (without 

analyte) to 49.6 nA (with analyte), i.e., a 5% decrease in the EC signal. Therefore, PG–

RCA results in a signal change 13-fold larger than RCA, which is similar to that 

obtained by the real-time fluorescence technique as described in Section 3.3 (Figure 3.5).  

 

 

Figure 3.7. EC detection results of PG–RCA and RCA in the presence of 1 nM analyte; 

and control (without analyte). 
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3.6. Specificity Test 

The specificity of the new detection sequence was evaluated by replacing the analyte 

with the non-complementary sequence. The performance was first evaluated by real-

time fluorescence measurements. As expected, the fluorescence signal of the non-

complementary sequence sample was similar to that of the control (no analyte) (Figure 

3.8). Then, EC measurements were also carried out (Figure 3.9). The DPV signal of the 

non-complementary sequence sample was almost identical to that of the control (no 

analyte). 

 

  

Figure 3.8. Real-time fluorescence measurement results of PG–RCA with the analyte, 

non-complementary sequence (non-comp), and control (no analyte). 
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Figure 3.9. EC detection results of PG–RCA with the analyte, non-complementary 

sequence (non-comp), and control (no analyte).  
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Figure 3.10. Real-time fluorescence measurement results of PG–RCA with different 

concentrations of analyte.  

 

 

Figure 3.11. EC detection results of PG–RCA with different concentrations of analyte. 
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Figure 3.12. Plot of peak current against logarithm of analyte concentration with 

constant MB concentration. 
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Figure 3.13. EC measurements of MB in solution containing BSA at different time 

points. 
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Figure 3.14. Regeneration of ITO electrode surface by water rinsing. 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Regeneration of ITO electrode surface by sonication in water. 
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3.10. EC Detection of PG–RCA at Different Time Points 

Attempt was made to monitor the EC signal in course of the PG–RCA reaction. EC 

measurements were performed every 30 min by pipetting a 10-μL sample (control 

without analyte or positive sample with analyte) out from the reaction tube and 

transferring it to the ITO electrode chip. A simple water rinsing electrode surface 

regeneration step was carried out after each measurement. As shown in Figure 3.16, the 

positive sample features an exponential decrease in the EC signal for the first 90 min 

and levels off afterward. This profile is similar to that of the real-time fluorescence 

measurement (Figure 3.5), except the latter one having signal increase instead. 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Plot of DPV signal change as a function of PG–RCA reaction time. 
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3.11. PG–RCA using DNA Beacon 

To allow the detection of target sequence not located at the 3’-end, a molecular beacon 

recognition probe was employed. Upon the hybridization of the complementary beacon 

target sequence to the beacon, the 3’-end of the beacon then hybridizes with the circular 

template and PG–RCA is initiated. Both real-time fluorescence and EC measurements 

prove that the beacon allows internal target sequence to be detected (Figure 3.17 and 

Figure 3.18). It should be noted that, to prevent false initiation of the PG–RCA reaction, 

the melting temperature of the stem should be higher than that of the 3’-end stem–

circular template hybrid.  

 

 

Figure 3.17. Real-time fluorescence measurement results of PG–RCA utilizing beacon. 
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Figure 3.18. EC measurement results of PG–RCA utilizing beacon. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

4.1. Key Findings and Conclusions 

In this study, a simple and sensitive EC DNA sensor was developed. MB redox indicator 

and ITO working electrode were successfully employed to detect ssDNA in an 

immobilization-free format. PG–RCA was utilized to achieve isothermal exponential 

DNA amplification. phi29 DNA polymerase and Nb.BbvCI nicking endonuclease with 

37 °C optimum operating temperature were employed in the reaction. With 10 µM 

ssDNA, the optimum MB concentration was 20 µM. Real-time fluorescence 

measurement and the gel electrophoresis analysis were utilized as alternative tools to 

study the performance of the enzymatic reaction. All of the results from EC detection, 

fluorescence measurement, and gel electrophoresis showed that PG–RCA offers much 

higher sensitivity than RCA. Moreover, the result from gel electrophoresis showed that 

MB is compatible in the enzymatic reaction. The specificity was studied using non-

complementary sequence. Results showed that the PG–RCA scheme offered specific 

detection. The detection limit of the new detection scheme was 100 fM, which was 

comparable to fluorescence method with SYBR
®
 Gold. The linear working range was 

from 100 fM to 1 nM. Electrode fouling was found to be attributed to the non-specific 

protein adsorption. The electrode surface can be regenerated by simple rinsing with 

water or sonication in water. EC measurements of the PG–RCA reaction products at 
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different time points using a single electrode chip with regeneration step showed a 

consistent reaction profile with the real-time fluorescence measurement. Furthermore, 

molecular beacon was successfully utilized to detect internal target sequence. To 

conclude, the simplicity of the new detection scheme, which includes primer design, 

electrode preparation, and instrumentation, is conducive to decentralized DNA analysis.   

 

4.2. Recommendations for Future Work 

Based on the new detection scheme developed in this study, several further 

investigations can be carried out. First, the sensitivity should be further enhanced. This 

can be achieved by optimizing the PG–RCA protocol such as sequence design, enzyme, 

and operating temperature. Utilizing different isothermal DNA amplification strategies 

may also be possible to achieve higher sensitivity. The analysis of real-life sample 

should be investigated.  

 

Second, the bare ITO electrode cannot be used for real-time monitoring due to the non-

specific adsorption of protein molecules onto the electrode surface. To address this issue, 

an anti-fouling coating (e.g., polyethylene glycol) is needed to passivate the electrode 

surface. The use of other electrode materials (e.g., carbon) as well as types of electrodes 

(e.g., low-cost screen-printed electrodes) should be explored. 
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Last but not least, in addition to DNA, the target analytes of this sensing platform can be 

extended to protein and small molecule. Indeed, a number of previous reports 

demonstrated protein and small molecule detection coupled to isothermal DNA 

amplification [86-91]. One key element is to incorporate antibody or aptamer [92-93] 

recognition moiety into the target-triggered isothermal amplification scheme.  
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